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Mr. James Wi. Hitch
Advisory Field Service Branch
Isotopes Division
United States Atomic K nergy Commission
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Hitch:

In response to your letter of November 28th in regard to
a bility of radioactive standards and sources, we wish to
thatra number of our standards and sources appear in the
Instrument Catalog, Catalog No. 2, Part 1, of the United
Atomi ner oonuission,, 1950.

the avail-
advise you
Radiation
States

In order to prepare the material in a moreprcsanco renieform, we have revised the information as it appeared in this catalog
and I am reittin you herewith photostatic copies of the pages re-
ferrig to our standards and radioactive sources, on which we have
made corrections in order to brin themn up to date. Since this cata-
log appeared, we have increased the number and variety of sources
available for delivery from our oorporation and we have prepared the
description of these sources on separate sheets, following the same
practice as we adopted when we submitted our material for publication
in the Radiation Instrument Catalog. We are remitting you herewith
copies of all of these sheets covering additional materials available.

Vie hope this information will be of use to you and should you have in
connection with or desire any further clarification, please do not
hesitate to call on us and we will be pleased to extend to you every
measure of cooperation.

Very trul yours,

CANADIAN RADIUM & CON• RP0RATI•N

lxandr Pge, vice Peiw

AP/lb
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!ATOMIC ENER•V COAiSSION

RAITION INSTRUMNT CATALOG•

MVR. MODEL N0. : CUR

PAGE : BT-3CDATE: July 1, 1950

AEC NO. : BT-3C

AN/

MFR. : Canaian Radiuml & Uraniuml Corporation, Sow York

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: For~mentl source of neutrons, consisting of a
mixture at radium and beryllium, seled in a oylinder of brass or wand.o

fl liAr iAC flD.IC WE I GHT:

........... 0,000
REMARKs: /
1. Sources aTailable/ian sises at one ag to one grsa Na.,
2. Ratio olf Na to g~.Lpweight, or as specifiled by client.

direot funcotion at saount of Be over amun of Na, but compactnels
is sacrificed whn laure amouns of Be are used,

4. 0a radiations Similar to that of radium alone, with the addition of
abourt O.000O% very hig energy gamm radiation (up to 6 meT) which
acooppanisthe• release of neutrons from the beryllium.

6.Averages netron energy, about 2 mw.,
Seurn 2densapproxizmtely spherical.

IB~ijI~U ~ oe eylinder, or as requested by client,
9. Sour. i shipe i suitable led container, surounded by paraffin

modrator, in turn8 oovered by a c•admu shield. The structure nay

10. Caib~rated sourcs of the CU series are well adapted for/u ..... -,iT -
11. CUR sources can be sup~plied with calibration oertifiatesie~ither troam th

Nlt;•ionl Bra aUO~t Standard, or troa cur own measuremnts laboratory.

12. Pressed sources savalable.

br'ass or-.-•

au to

t'luZ
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SPoloniaR.Sery~lium ,

| TMCENERGV' COMMdISS ION" PAGE: DT-23
ADATIOI4 INSTRUMENT CATALOG DATE: July 1, 195r-0

I TEM,¥rlmaltronl 6curoe 52• AEC NO. : DT-,,23

MFR. MODEL NO. : CI AN/

MFR. : Cana~dia Radit: & Uran1ium• Coporati&;onl, New Yor'k.

FUN~CT IONAL DESCRIPTION: Ne1utron• source, having etremel~y lo@1w samB~ yieLd,
cansisting of mixture at polonium and beryllium, sealed In a oyliudr of
bras or monel motal,

DIMENSIONS: WEIGHT:
1.8 x10O "

REMARKS : 7e
1. Sour•es available• 8tnsie of one mc t~o one curie io.

2. Ratio of Pa toj 3 •/10y' •m, oras sp~ecfe by client.
3. Average yield;• Ic!)eto so/ me Po. Yield veriee as direo

func•tion o am•ii~rl"Lium over eaun Of pOlOnium "but• .mpaotneeell
is eacrifi.owen lag a mounts of beryllium are used.

Ia. Gum radititoLs Abu 0.001% of that emitted from a simLlarmen
of rad~um Gai qetu incl3ude. energies as high as 6 mev! t~hoes
radiations .oopuyn release of neutrons from the bet'ylllu.,

5. Neron, dosa , at e meters•w,
6.Avrgenuto .g )bee aM 4 mew.o

8. Sic pa•imh. atlf of 136 days,, "thia neto miso tollows

9. Soure 1.stppe in bras-eknlider, oer as speocified by sest~t.

12.



ATOM IC ENERGY COIM 1 SS I ON • "PAGE : aT-3D
RDTION INSTRUMwENT CATALOG DATE: Ju7ly 1, 195

ITEM: utron Souo. •3 AEC NO. : BT-3D

MFR. MODEL NO. : CND AN/

MFR. : Canadian Radium & Ura-nium Corporation1 , New York.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: Neultron sIouro.,(having ]long haf life aMa very
low gKm yield.) oonsisting of mixture of radium 0 and beryllium1 , sealed
in a oylinder of brass or •moel usral.

DIMENS IONS : 400 WE IGHT :
400

1. Sources availableoi siues of one mc to one courie ha 0.

2. Ratio of Na 0 to le I C, or as8 requested by cliont.

4. Ge radiations ibou 0.1 of that emitte fro am amount of radium.
5. Netonm dosageJ at Coe tera

S6. Averageoetr noenr un~.teom ined at tsof riting.
++7. Neutron field pattrns approxinstely epela.•

8. Snce radium 0 ha. a half life of 22 yer,the neutron emission follows

f1~ejII~ o e cylinder, or as requested by olient,
-. Soo iis hipped in suita ble parffin modrator9 surroude by
o •alm shield, aind umy bo peramnently stored in the struoue.



Sealed Source Files
I•i: Gamma Source, Radiuim Tube.

LIF. LiO01EL NO. : CGRT

MFER. : Canadian Radium & Uranium Corporation, New York

FUNCTIONA.L DESCRIPTION: Sealed tube of 10% iridium-90% platinum, con-
taining pecked radium barium su~lphate, for use as a concentrated gamma

source and as a gamma-ray standard.

RE1AKS:

1. Available with radium content 0.25 to 100 milligrams.
2. Filtration: 0.2 to 1.0 ram. iridium-platinum.
3. Principal radiation: Gama, 0.24 to 2.2 mev.
4. Beta radiation: Up to 3.15 mev.
5. Excellent linearity of filling with respect to radium concentration

per unit length.
6. Filling tolerance: 1 to 10%, depending upon radium content.

7. National Bureau of Standards certificate optional.
8. Special dimensions to order.



ATOM IC ENERGY C.O94IISSItON PAGE : BT-12A
RADIATION INSTRUMdENT CATALOG DATE: July 1, 1950

ITEM: Ge Sourcoe, Radium Cell AEC NO. : BT-!12A

MFR. MODEL NO. : CGRC AN/

MFR. : Cana~dian Radium• & Urauniuml Corporation, New Yore

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: Sealed plattnuia-iridium celi, containing packed

radium barium sulphate, for use as concentrated gain source and

standard.

D IMENS IONS : WE IGHT :

REMARKS :

1. Availsble with radium content up to 10 mc.
2. Well adapted to use as standard gai 8ource.
3. Principel radiation: gem,a 0.2L to 2.2 mr.
b. Beta radiations up to 3.15 mr.
5. Gemaa field patter-nl oblate, with poles in line with

long axis of cell.
6. Exoellent linearity of filling, with respect to radium

concentration per unit length.
7. Filled and calibrated to tolerance requoested by client.
8. Bureau of Standards certifioate optioral.
9. Wall compositions Alloy of 9(0% Pt/ 10% Ir.

10. Cell is flat on both ends, and is without point or eyelet.

CGRC RADIUM CELLS

DIMENSIONS (ian)

Radium content (mc) 1 to L• 5 to 7 10

Total length 8.0 11.5 20.0
Radioactive l ength 6.5 10.0 18.0
External Diameter 1.0 1.0 1.0
Wall thickness 0.2 0.2 0.2
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMwISSION
RADIAT'")N INSTRUM~ENT CATALOG

I TEM• Ger Source, Radium Redle

MFR. MODEL NO.: CGRN

PAGE: BT-1,28
DATE: July 1, 195J0

AEC NO. BT-]128

AN/

MVR. : Canadian Radium & Oranium Corporation, N.w York.

FUNCTI!ONAL DESCR IPT ION : Sealed platinuu-iridium noodle,•

oontaining pecoked radium bariu sulphate, for use as
eoncentrated tour oe of gac radiation.

DIMENSIONS: WEIGHIT:

REMA
1.
2.
3.

10.
11.

•RKS :
Supplied in fillings of 0.5 to 12.5 ug. of radium.
Ihy be useld as *a-ndar ge source.

Prinocipal radiations ge, 0.24 to 2,2 mv,
Beta radiations up to 3.,15 my.
G field patterns oblate, with asymtrical poles.
Exelel'nt linearity of" filling, with respect to
radium concentration per unit legt.
Filled and calibrated tt tolerancere quested by olient.
Bureau Of Stndrds certificate opiona.°
Wall om~positions alloy of 90 P% 1'0% Ir.
Type of fillin, direct.
Fitted with eyelet, and with either trocer or conical
point, as preferred by client.

DISI•SOUS oF RADIUM NEDE (in)

Radi,-, content (ug)

Tot~al length

Radioactive length

0.5 to 2

11.0

5 10 12.5
14.5 19.5 20.5

8.5 14. 15.0

1.7 1.7 1.7

0.5 0.5 0.5

Ext. diaxater

Wall thioknees

1.6

0.5

2



Se ld Source Files"
IT•~: Gamma Source, Radium Salt in Glass

MF•R. IiCDIL N~O.: CRSG

i•F. : Canadian Radium & Uranium Corporation, New York

FUI;CTI0ONAL DESCRIPrTION: Radium Barium Salt Crystals 0of at least 90%
purity as radium salt, in flame-sealed glass tube for gamma-ray stand-

ard or for use in preparation of radium solutions.

REMARKS.

i. Available in quantities of fractions of a milligram to 100 milli-

grams of radium element. One milligram of radium element corre-

sponds to one millicurie.
2e Salt: anhydrous radium sulphate or anhaydrous radium bromide.* Ra-

dium sulphate is preferable for standards; radium bromide is pre-

ferable for preparation of radium solutions.
3. Principal Radiation: Gamma, 0.24 mev. to 2.2 may.

4. Beta radiation: Up to 3.13 mev.
5. Wall thickness of glass C.?5 mam., external diameter 3 mm.
6. Bureau of Standards certificate optional.



ATCU1C ENERGY COMMISSION PAGE: BT-l1A
RADLATION INSTRLi]MNT CATALOG DATE, Nov. 1. 1949

ITEM: Gamma Sotrce, Ra Solution AEC NO.i BT-IIA

MFR. MODEL NO. , CGL AN/

IIFR. , Canadian Radium & Uranium Corporation, New York

FUNCTIONAL D1SCRIPTION: 5 iii of radium solution in fleame-sealed glass

ampoule,. for use as gamma ray standard in the calibration of instruments.

DiNENSIONS : WEIGHT ,

REMAR S:
1. Available in strengths of 0.1 microgram to 1 milligram of

radium, corresponding to activities of 0,1 microcurie and
1 mihliourie respectiwly. The ailhicurie is taken as 3.7 x 107

disintegrations per second.
2. Principal radiation: gamma,.0. 2 4 Nov to 2.2 Nov.
3. *Bta radiation: up to 3.13 Nosv.
4. Type of glass : Pyrx aout 1 mm average thickness.
5. Solution * radium b iid n water.
8 * Bureau of' Standards cetfiaeoptional.
7. it is standard practice to filter the radiation of both standard

and unknown source through 0.25 in~ches of aluminum, when stoking
amacomprisons. thus eliminating the beta anid very low energy

gmaradiation. Otherwise, it is necessary to apply correction
factors to the measurement, to compensate for absorption of
radiation in the solution and walls of the ampoule.

CGL

Gamma S ourc e 8 cm-TI

oo.6c



ATOMIC ENERGY COMMiISSION
RADIATION INSTRLI'NT CATALOG"

I TEM: 0m 8OUrOe * Radi~ographic

MFR. MODEL NO. :C(}Pl

PAGE: BT..8LDATE: July 1* 1950

AEC NO. : BT-,8&

AN/

MFR. : CanaldJian Ra~ldiu & Uranium Corporat.iOn* Sow York ~ - nosn,•Eon
FIATI ONAL DESCR IPT ION: Sm sil~er cy'lidr 9 son1Ptaiigjmii•*ambr

eubtfor •use wherever an inense sonree of gKm radiation haz unifor

0 IMENS OIONS: WE IGHT:

REMRS:
. wlable in 8£.s of25e8t one • of ra--(tuu.

6. 4pe & l • app ropriate '*S'eeries eaoud oyi"

e~ztern heights a.d widt:hs are 1 wa geae tha Ini,•cated Inthe table
below.

DI~N 31013 OP RADOGRPHC CYLINDIS (on)

Radium (ire) ,25 50 100 200 250 •00

]mt!. Heigo

mt, Di,..
Wll2 Thickness

2.0
4.5

0.5

2.5
6.00

0.5

2.75
6.50
5.50
0.5

7.80
6.80
0,..5

4.603.60
8.20
7.20
0.5

5.00

0.5

500

10.0
9.0
0,5



ATOMI C ENERGY CO$4• IS$5ION PAGE : BT,-15&'•
RAD IAT ION INSTRUMENT CATALOm DATE :July 1,• 1950O

iTEM: Beta & Gainm Souroe, Radium Plaque AEC NO.: BT-15A

MFR. MODEL NO. CG.h AN/

MFR. Canadian Radium & Uratnium Corporation, Nce York

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION; Heavy silver rootangl. or circle, having aotive
side coated with uniform deposit of radium.

DIMENSIONS: CGB-5 17 cm square WEIGHT:

COB-10 23 im square
REMARKS :
1 o Radium plaques are 1 !&ted as "full strongthm or Uhal f strengthw

in reference to the o~ucentration of r~adium per unit. area of
active surface. A full strength plaque•,is on. having 5 mg of
radium per cm2 ; a half strength plaque has 2.5 ug of radium per
o.2.

2. Active urface of CGB-5 is 1.4 z 1.4cm
3. Active surface of COB-lO is 2 x 2 cm.
4. Base: Silver.
5. Active surface has protective facin of 0.1 mm monel

6. Beta radiationa 0.025, 0.65, l,17,and 3.15 uOe.
7, Gai radiations 0.24 to 2.2 mw-',
8. Beta field pattern, roughly hemispherical.
9. Ga-na field patterns cardilod.

1.IO Geometry is unfavorable t~o use as standard.



ATOMIC ENERGY COMM#ISS ION PAGE: DT-,,10I

RADIATION INSTRUMENT CATALOG DATE:July.• 1* 1950 "

I TEM: hlp~iak Soulrce, Po].onium AEC NO. : B?-lOL

MFR. MODEL NO. : CAP AN/

MFR. : Can~adian~ Radium & Uranium Corporation, low York.

FUNCT IONAL DESCR IPT ION: AlphL 8solrOO. haviug• extr'emly lo ge ba~ok~esM

consistizag of polonium" metal plated upon base metal di.o and mounted ii
holder.

D IMENS IONS : WE IGHT :

REMARKS :

1. Acetivity: aeveral mieroeuries to several eurieu, as 8peoified by
oli~ent. ,

2. Half liN:s approimstely 138 dLie~ys f,./

I•. G~m radiatioa. 0.8 mew oomz•rin in about 0.001%i of the to~tl

.6.lletopelated onomea surfaee in the order .f preference:
nickel sUlver, oopej brass, moel or plati.num.

7. Depoalted in monomolecular 1 myrer.
8. flash ov eroatog of gold to protect active surface.

9. PO: Any convenient to purchaser. Usually delivered on nickel foil.
If requested, can be delivered in a holder as pictures.



Sealed! Source Files
ITEM: Alpha Source: Polonium Solution.

M!FR. i•IODEL NO. : CPL

IvIR. : Canadian Radiwn & Uranium Corporation, New York

FUNCTDIONAL1 DESCRIPTION: Polonium, Pc 2 1 0 , in solution containing trace

quantities of foreign cations; in flame-sealed ampule.

1. Solution available in quantities up to 500 millicu~ries.
2. Half-life: approximately 138 days.
3. Principal radiation: alpha, 5.298 may.
4. Oamma Radiation: 0.8 mey. occurring in about 0.001% of total

number of disintegrations taking place.
5. Solution may be chloride or nitrate, optional with purchaser.
6. Solution calibrated by our measurements laboratory.



¾.

ATOMIC ENERGY COt4IISS ION °PAGE : 3T..9&RADIATION INSTRUMENT CATAL.OG DATE; Julyr •o19'
Plus

ITEM: Iotat 8ource, Radium ~l AEC NO.: BT-9A

MFR. MODEL NO. : ] AN/

MFR. : amediLan Radium & Uranium Corporation, Jew York.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: Bta• so1urce, pratoailly free Of gai radiation

omauistiag of radium D depo8ited upon metal diso and mounted 5.a holder.

D IMENS IONS : WE IGHT :

REMARKS :
1. Ba g is the mother element, and has a half life of 22 years. Its

first dooay p~roduct La ia 3, with a heif life of 5 days. The
seo~nd decay pC',duot is Ba F (poloniumt). uhioh is an alpha emitter.
The Ba K furnishes th bulk oft he useful radiation: the Ba D
serv~ing to maintain the Ba U at constant lovelo

2. Activity unit used is the millicurioj *ne millicurio bein tku
as 3.7 z 107 dlisintegration. per second.

3. Unless other treatment is requested by o1lent, active surface i8
covered with O0.05 cm aluminum or 0.1 -m ugsium. This prot~ets
the active surface agai~nst abrasion, an filters8 out the alpha radiatico,
as well as the greater portion Of. the 0.025 ame beta.

4.Principal radiations beta, 1.17 mew from Ba K. Also 0.025 m•e
bata fom Ba D.

5. e rakdititons '0.07 myv from Ba D and 0.8 mew .from Ra F. Total
gmradiation 1. less than 0.1% of tku from same amount of" radium.

6. Beta field pattern, conical, extendin fromt active surface. .
7. Sources illustrated are available up to U me activity.'
8. Other types made to order from a few counts per second to 40 me per

c 2 of active surface.
9. Ba D sources may be supplied with calibia~iom certificates free• our

mea surements8 laboratofry.
10. Calibrated sources are well adan.ed for use as standards.
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IT•4: Radium-D Solution S -, ¼I, S ure Fie
I•'R. MODEL NO. : CDL

1•R. : Canadian Radium & Uranium Corporation, New York

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTE0ON: Solution of Radium-D - Pb2 1 0 
- Nitrate of

High Specific Activity, 1 millicurie of Radium-D associated with 4-8
milligrams of Pb2 0 6. Delivered in flame-sealed glass ampule.

1. Q~uantities 1 millicuirie to 100 millicuries.
2. Principal Radiation: Beta, 1.1'? mev. from RaE (Bismuth 2 1-0 )

0.025 miev. from Re])
Alpha, 5.298 mev. from Polonium2 1 0

3. Gena Radiation: 0.047 mev. from ReD.
0.8 mev. from Polonium.

Total gamma radiation is less than 0.1% of that from radium of
equal millicurie strength.

4. Can be used as a continual source of Radium-i, employing suitable
separation technic. Radium-i has a half-life of 5.0 days. After
separation from its parent Radium-D, Radium-i is generated by the
milked Radium-D at such a rate that transient equilibrium is
achieved in approximately 40 days.

5. Can be used as a continual source of Polonium, employing suitable
separation technic. After Radium-D is milked of its polonium,
transient equilibrium is established relatively slowly (approximate-
ly 2.7 years. ) However, a milking cycle can be established on a

shorter buildup, say 100 days, when 0.34 millicuries of Polonium
are theoretically extractable from 1 millicurie of Radium-D.

6. Solutions may be supplied with calibration certificates from our
measurements laboratory.
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Sealed Source Files
I•: Radium doposited on metal foil.

Nf.M LIDK NO.: CRY

lURe : Canadian Radium & Uranium Corporation, N1mw York

YUN01ONAL D •CI •T~: Low-emanatin radum deposit on metal foil.
Useful as an alpha source which 1. constant within the pr~ociaion of
detection instment, or as beta and/or geima bourco with suitable
filtration.

1. Available in strengths up to 5 milligrm of. radium per em.2

2. Base silve, either reotanglo or circeo, with or without stem
for hadln purposes.

3. Can be affixed to any device to which the silver base may be
welded with soldering iron.

4. Alpha Radiation: 4•7g moT. - 7.88 nay.

5. Beta Radation: 0.02 mey. - 3.15 me.,
6. Gamm Radi•ation: 0.24 mev. - 2.2 nOo.

U,



Sealedt Source flies
ITE2&: Actinium Source Ac 2 2 7

bFR. MODEL NO. : CA

MFR. : Canadian Radium & Uranium Corporation, New York

FUJNCTIONAL DESCRIP~TION: I•icrocurie quantities of actinium, associated

with cerium-free rare-earth hydrous oxides.

1. Available in quantities of 10 microcuries to
2. Concentration 500 microcuries of actinium in

oxide (cerium free.)
3. Radiations: Alpha, Beta, Gamma

1 millicurie.5-6 gramns rare-earth

Alpha: Radioactin~ium
Actinium ?X
Ac tinon
Actinium A
Actinium C

Beta: Actinium2 2 7

Actinium B

Actinium C"

(Thorium2 2 7 )(Radium2 2 3 )
(Radon 219 )
(Polonium2 1 5 )

(Lead2 ll)

(Thallium2 0 7 )

6.05
5.72
6.82
7.37
7.*43

0.*22
0.*50
1.*40
1.*47

me v.
may.
me7.
may.
may.

mey.
niy(2o%)
may.,(80%)
mev.

Gamma: 0.155 - 0.8 may. "Soft" gamma.

4. Certificate from our measurements laboratory.



IT•&: "Radiolead" - (Radiu~m-D, Pb'2 1 0 associated with relatively large

quantity of inactive lead, Pb• 0 6 , Pb2 0 7 .)

l•FR. M~ODEL iCOC : CR-Pb

ZF. : Canadian Radium & Uranium Corporation, New York

•o3NCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: Rad ium-D contained in lead nitrate to the •x-

tent of one plus millicurie of Radium-D per pound of lead nitrate
crystals. Well aged with regard po 2 10. In bulk, can serve as a reser-

voir of polonium; in small amounts, deposited on metal foil, to '•e used

in cloud cha. :'x~'s and for small demonstration sources.

REMARKS:

1. Sources available in bulk quantities of pounds of nitrate crystals.
2. Foils - activity proportional to area; diameter 6 mm. - 1.3 x l05

mc. Radium-D and Radium.
3. Principal Radiation: Beta - 1.17 may. from RaE (Bismuth2 10 ).

0.025 mev. from RaD.
Alpha - 5.298 mev. from Po210.

4. Gurnma radiation is less than 0.1% of that of radium of equal milli-

curie strength.
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Sealed Source Files'ZE DETPIMENTAL EFFECTS of

static electricity are a serious problem in nearly every industry.

• Many types of machinery are slowed to a fraction of their productive capacity

by the sticking, jamming or tangling of the materials being processed. Even more

serious is the potential hazard of fire or explosion due to static sparks. Although

certain climatic conditions increase the generation of static, it is seldom absent even

in the most favorable weather.

* The simplest and most versatile device to dissipate static charges is the ALPHATRON

STATIC ELIMINATOR. Simple because it needs only to be securely fastened at an

appropriate location on the machine or apparatus and then functions effectively

without any further maintenance. Versatile because it can be supplied in various

sizes and shapes, or can be incorporated into the operating mechanism.

* Its efficiency is certain and it is entirely safe even in the presence of inflammable

or explosive atmospheres.

* Essentially, the ALPHATRON STATIC ELIMINATOR consists of a metal strip or form,

partially plated with Polonium, electro-chemically applied, with a protective gold

plating to prevent damage to the active surface. The active element, Polonium,

dissipates static charges by ionizing the adjacent air and thus providing a quick

escape path for the static from nearby surfaces.

* You may increase production, profits and protection, and reduce spoilage, waste

time, and hazards by using the ALPHATRON STATIC ELIMINATOR.

* Let us discuss your problems and show the way to rid yourself of this costly nuisance

-- Static . .

Dissipation or mitigation of Static is fundamentally a problem of

providing means for leading off the charges as fast as they are

produced. Three methods of accomplishing this, are: Humidifica-

tion, Grounding and Neutralization. The ALPHATRON employs

the principle of Neutralization. Here, air in its natural non-con-

ductive or insulative state is changed into a conductor by ionizing

the atmosphere in contact with the charged surfaces. The charges

are thereby carried away, leaving the surfaces in an electrically

neutral condition.



FACTS ABOUT POLONIUM "ALPHATRON" STATIC ELIMINATORS

* Polonium is a decay product of radium and has a half-life of approximately 140
days. Polonium emits only alpha rays, whereas radium emits alpha, beta and

gamma rays.

* The__standard bar has a coating of.1 _millicurie poloniu~m per square inch. One

millicurie of polonium emits 3.7 x l0T (37,000,000) alpha particles per second. A

nmicrocurie of polonium emits 3.7 x 10• (37,000) alpha particles per second, or

2,220,000 Alpha particles per minute.

* After Polonium is coated on a bar or foil, the bar is cleaned and a gold coat is

electroplated over this surface. This gold is one or two microns thick. We are limited

as to the thickness because too thick a coat will prevent the emission of the

Alpha particles.

• The bars are made to specification and we leave a free (uncoated) area at each

end for handling and installing. This eliminates~theJneesity of touchigp._r r~ubbing

the Polonium. If holes are required in the bars, we will bore them at the places

you designate.

"Textile Jndustries" staff photos

Mounting brackets of alpha radiator are simple Ls. Bar is 66 inches long, 60 inches of which

are coated with polonium and gold protective plate. The static eliminator requires little

maintenance, few safety precautions.



ALPHATRON POLONIUM STATIC ELIMINATOR IS A RADIOACTIVE
PRODUCT AND AS SUCH SHOULD BE HANDLED WITH CARE.

0 THE POLONIUM EMITS ONLY ALPHA RAYS which travel only a short distance.

The Alphatron must therefore be installed within 1" to 1 Y2" of the area to be

neutralized. The Polonium is covered and protected. H'OWEVEIR, AS AN ADDED

PRECAUTION. USE GLOVES IN INSTALLING ANI HANDLING.

* Because the Alpha rays travel only 1.6" and are stopped by even a thin sheet

of paper, there is no danger or hazard from the Alpha rays of Polonium as such.

T ht nnly hazard is from the inaest~iL.Bf the_ Polonium itself and we a~dvise_ against

r~ubbing and cleaning the Alphatron.

• When a bar is ordered for replacement, return the old bar to us by express and

we will allow 1.5% on the purchase of the new bar.
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MANUFACTURED BY

CANADIAN RADIUM & URANIUM CORPORATION

630. FIFTH AVENUE 63 IT AEU NEW YORK 20, N. Y.


